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REPORT ON 1970 DRYING TRIALS
The following report of drying trials jointly carried out on Sultanas and Raisins by C.S.I.R.O. 

and the Victorian Department of Agriculture will be of interest and guidance to growers during the 
1971 drying season.

Four trials —  three on Sultanas and one on Raisins —  were conducted to ascertain the follow
ing:—

1. Comparison of rack spraying bulk dipping and Obst dipping with respect to drying rate, 
fruit quality and grit content of Sultanas.

2. Evaluation of three methods of rack spraying.

3. Comparison of different dip mixtures and different methods of dipping on the drying rate 
and quality of Gordos and Waltham Cross Raisins, and also the effect of these on de
seeding.

4. Trial to assess the effect of partial wetting of berries on the rate of drying and quality of 
fruit.

Trial 1 —  SULTANAS m e a s u r e m e n t s

Comparison of rack spraying, bulk dipping 
and Obst dipping with respect to drying rate, 
fruit quality and grit content of sultanas.

DETAILS OF TRIAL

The trial was carried out at C.S.I.R.O., Merbein. 
The fruit was harvested on the 16th February, 1970.

The dip mixture used in each treatment was 2 gallons 
of dipping oil (Mobil), 251b of Carbonate of Potash 
in 100 gallons of water.

Each treatment, which consisted of half a rack 
bay, was replicated 8 times.

The four treatments were: —
(1) Rack Spraying — The spray mixture was 

applied with the standard Gaulke wand and 
the rate of application was 100 gallons per 
1000 buckets. The fruit was picked in normal 
dip buckets. Only one spray was applied.

(2) Bulk dipping — The immersion time was 3 
minutes.

(3) Obst dipping — The spray and immersion time 
was 5 to 10 seconds. 4

(4) Control — Consisted of picking fruit in 
buckets without holes and rack spraying as 
in treatment (1).

The following observations and measurements were 
made:—

(1) Moisture content of fruit was determined at 
“shaking down” and the “boxing” stage.

(2) Grit content was also determined at “shaking 
down” and the “boxing” stage.

(3) Fruit quality assessment— this was carried 
out by 3 independent experienced dried fruit 
graders in the Packing Shed.

RESULTS

(1) Drying rate and Cleanliness

Treatments

Moisture content Cleanliness

“Shaking
Down”
Stage

“Boxing”
Stage

“Shaking
Down”
Stage

“Boxing”
Stage

Control 13.4% 10.3% 1.56 mm 3.00 mm
Bulk dip 13.8% 10.5% 2.56 mm 3.18 mm
Obst dip 12.7% 10.4% 2.22 mm 3.75 mm
Rack Spray 13.8% 10.5% 2.60 mm 5.62 mm

A u s J

(1 mm =  1 grit unit)



Note— RESULTS

(a) Fruit was “finished off” on the hessians on 
the drying ground.

(b) In all cases the grit content was well below 
the suggested export level.

(c) There was very little difference in drying rate.

(2) FRUIT QUALITY

Treatment Grade

Control 
Bulk Dip 
Obst Dip 
Rack Spray

5 crown (light) 
5 crown (light) 
5 crown (light) 
5 crowr* (light)

CONCLUSION
All treatments as specified above gave a satisfactory 

rate of drying and a very good quality fruit, low in 
grit.

Trial 2 —  SULTANAS
Evaluation o f three methods o f rack 

spraying
In March 1970, Officers of the Victorian Department 

of Agriculture carried out an experiment at the 
Horticultural Research Station, Irymple to compare 
three systems of rack spraying using normal bulk 
dipping as a control.

The results showed that an initial rack spray of 
2/3rds normal dip strength followed by a respray at 
Vsrd strength gave the fastest drying rate and more 
even drying. Both sprays were applied with a 14 jet 
Gaulke type wand.

DETAILS OF TRIAL
The fruit was harvested on 6th March, 1970. There 

were four treatments each being replicated four times.
The treatments were: —

1. Bulk dip — dip mixture consisted of 2 gallons 
of dipping oil plus 25 lb of carbonate of potash 
in 100 gallons of water and the immersion 
time was 2 minutes.

2. Rack spray once with standard strength dip 
mixture (as for bulk dip) at the rate of 100 
gallons per 1000 buckets.

3. Rack spray once at 2/3rd strength of standard 
dip mixture viz 10 pints 12 fluid oz of 
dipping oil plus 16 lbs lOoz of Carbonate of 
Potash in 100 gallons and applied at the rate 
of 100 gallons per 1000 buckets.

4. Rack spray at 2/3rds strength as above plus 
a respray four days later at V̂ rd strength 
(5 pints 6 fluid oz of dipping oil plus 8 lb 
5 oz of Carbonate of Potash in 100 gallons 
of water).
The first spray was applied with a Gaulke 
wand at the rate of 100 gallons per 1000 
buckets and the second was applied with a 
Gaulke wand at 60 gallons per 1000 buckets. 
In each case the fruit was spread evenly at 
11 buckets per tier in each rack bay.

•  Visual observations made on the 10th March 
showed that the bulk dipped fruit gave a more rapid 
and even drying in the initial stages.

•  Samples were taken from all treatments on 
March 18th and moisture determinations made. The 
results are set out in the table below.

MOISTURE CONTENT OF FRUIT 
AFfER 12 DAYS DRYING

Treatment Moisture content 
(average of 4 replicates)

Bulk dip
(standard strength) 18.4 percent

Rack spray (once) at 
standard strength 18.25 percent

Rack spray once at 2A 
standard strength 20.1 percent

Rack spray — Initial 
spray at 2A standard 
strength. Respray (4 
days later) at Vs 
strength 16.9 percent

CONCLUSION
Fruit sprayed with dip mixture at %rd standard 

strength, followed four days later at 'Ard standard 
strength (both sprays applied with a 14 nozzle Gaulke 
wand gave the fastest drying rate and the more even 
product.)

Trial 3 —  RAISINS
To compare different dip mixtures and 

different methods of dipping on the drying 
rate and quality of Gordos and Waltham Cross 
Raisins and also the effect of these on deseeding.

DETAILS
The trial was carried out at CSIRO by Officers 

of CSIRO and the Victorian Department of Agri
culture.

The seven treatments used for both Gordo and 
Waltham Cross were:—

Standard boiling caustic dip, consisting of 4 lbs 
of caustic soda per 100 gallons of water. Immer
sion time 2 seconds.
Standard cold dip consisting of 1 | gallons of 
dipping oil (Voullaires) plus 25 lb of Carbonate 
of Potash in 100 gallons of water. This mixture 
was used for three treatments:—

(a) A 30 minute dip
(b) A 5 minute dip
(c) A rack spray

Modified cold dip consisting of gallons of 
dipping oil (Voullaires) plus 25 lb of Carbonate of 
Potash in 100 gallons of water. This mixture was 
also used for three treatments, namely:—

(a) A 30 minute dip
(b) A 5 minute dip
(c) A rack spray
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Unfortunately, rain fell during the trial and the 
fruit had to be taken from the rack and “finished oil” 
in a Hudson Drier.

The fruit was stored at CSIRO Merbein and de
seeding was carried out on 27th January, 1971 at 
CDFS, Melbourne.

The deseeded samples are being held at CSIRO, 
half under ambient temperature conditions and the 
rest in cool store at 40°F. This fruit will be later 
examined for any “sugaring” or granulation.

RESULTS
Observations during drying up to the times of rain 

showed the following:—
1. Boiling caustic dip appeared to give a faster 

drying rate — the fruit was dark in colour 
and the skin seemed to be toughened.

2. All treatments with the standard cold dip 
were slower in drying than the boiling caustic 
dip. There was no noticeable difference in 
drying rate between the 30 minute dip, 5 
minute dip and rack spray.
The colour of the fruit was light amber and 
until the rain much of the fruit remained 
greenish in the middle of the rack.

3. Modified cold dip appeared to be a little faster 
in drying than the standard cold dip. This was 
especially so with the 30 minute dip.

4. Deseeding — The deseeding was carried out in 
the normal commercial way and was super
vised by representatives from CSIRO, Vic
torian Department of Agriculture and the 
Manager and Foreman of CDFS.
The resulting deseeded fruit was evaluated 
and compared by a panel consisting of CSIRO, 
Victorian Department of Agriculture Officers 
and members of the ADFA Board of Manage
ment.
The observations made were as follows:—
Hot dipped fruit was darker than other treat
ments, slightly stickier and the fruit tended 
to “cake” or compact.
All cold dipped fruit in this experiment was of 
a uniform light brown colour. This was in 
contrast to the much lighter and greener fruit 
obtained in the previous experiment. The 
darker fruit obtained this year was probably 
due to the longer storage time.
The cold dipped fruit seemed to be freer 
running.
The general concensus of opinion was that 
all samples of fruit were of good commercial 
quality. However, the fruit which received 
a 5 minute dip in the standard cold dip gave 
the best deseeded product.

CONCLUSIONS
1. The results of the trial were very similar to 

the trial carried out in 1969. 2
2. Drying rate: The boiling caustic dip gave 

the fastest drying rate followed by the modified 
cold dip with a 30 minute immersion. The 
rest dried at a similar rate.

the cold dip treatments would produce a 
darker coloured fruit and also help with the 
drying rate.

4. Acceptability with regard to processing: The
ADFA Board of Management have agreed 
that all treatments used in the trial are accept
able from the point of view of colour, fruit 
quality and deseeding.

Trial 4 —  SULTANAS
CSIRO trial to assess the effect of partial 

wetting of berries on the rate of drying and 
quality of fruit.

A laboratory experiment was carried out at CSIRO, 
Merbein during 1970 harvest season to determine the 
effect of partially wetting berries on the drying rate 
and quality of fruit.

DETAILS
Part I. Treatments

1. Undipped berries Each treatment
2. Berries half dipped >• consisted of
3. Berries fully dipped 100 berries

After treatment the fruit was placed in an oven at 
105°F to dry.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The drying rate was established by weighing the 

berries at regular time intervals. The graph below 
shows the drying rate of the three treatments.

From this it can be seen that the drying rate is 
almost in proportion to the areas of berry wetted 
by the dip solution.

Partially dipped fruit was not uniform in colour. 
The part which was immersed was light in colour, 
while the untreated part remained bluish.

Part II: One hundred berries were selected, half 
dipped and placed in an oven at 105° to dry. Each 
day a sample consisting of 10 berries was fully dipped 
in a standard sultana dip mixture and replaced in 
the oven to dry.

RESULTS
3. Colour: The boiling caustic dip gave the A uniform colour of berry is only obtained if it is

darkest fruit. All other treatments were of a dipped before the fruit loses 60 percent of its original
similar light brown colour. weight. If dipped after this stage the darkening of
It is expected that follow up rack sprays with the fruit is irreversible.
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CONCLUSIONS
Under field conditions, this means that fruit should 

not be left unsprayed for more than six days, other
wise dark berries will result.

This work also suggests that respraying sultanas on 
the rack should be carried out within 4 or 5 days of 
the initial spraying or dipping of the fruit. Much later 
than this means that the unwetted portions of the 
berries which have darkened will not revert to a light 
uniform colour.

SEEDING TRIALS —  RAISINS
The Board of Management has examined samples 

of Seeded Raisins processed from both hot-dipped 
and cold-dipped Raisins. All samples were of Season 
1970 fruit which had been dipped under controlled 
conditions by CSIRO and packed by Mildura Co-op. 
Fruit Co., Ltd. The fruit has then been held for some 
six months for a comparison of keeping qualities 
before seeding.

The inspection showed that, providing cold-dips 
were correctly used according to the recommendations 
of the Departments of Agriculture, the quality of the 
seeded article from cold-dipped Raisins was, at the 
time of seeding, at least equal to that from hot-dipped.
However CSIRO had decided to conduct tests for 
keeping qualities of the seeded fruit over the next 
several months.

It was emphasised to the Board that success through 
cold-dipping was the use of correct formulas and 
approved dipping times. In view of this, the Board 
recommends that before growers commenced using 
cold-dips they seek, and be guided by, the advice of 
their local Agricultural Extension Officers so as to 
ensure that their fruit would be correctly dipped 
according to recommendations.

It is hoped to print a full report of the trials at a 
later date, but in the meantime growers have been 
advised through the press to observe the official 
recommendations for correct formulas and dipping 
times.

NEMATOLOGY
The Victorian Director of Agriculture will provide 

a service by the Plant Research Laboratory to assess 
nematode populations in vineyards subject to the 
following provisos:—

1. That the service would be for a two-year 
period commencing in 1971. There will be a 
certain amount of diagnostic work after this 
period.

2. That The ADFA contribute towards the cost 
of the work by providing a dissecting micro
scope at a cost of $770.

As the service will assist in establishing priorities 
for the issue of nematode resistant rootstocks from 
The ADFA Viticultural Nursery over the next two 
years during which supplies would be limited, a 
grant of .$770 to cover the cost of the microscope has 
been made by the Board.

MOISTURE CONTENT OF FRUIT
At the request of the Victorian Dried Fruits Board 

the Dried Vine Fruits Research Committee has been 
asked to undertake research into:—

1. The optimum moisture content levels, at point 
of machine intake, for packing and processing 
of the different varieties of Dried Vine Fruits.

2. The tolerance of moisture content which can 
be present in any one line of fruit.

GRIT CONTENT

The Dried Vine Fruits Research Committee has 
also been asked to conduct research into the level of 
grit which can be present in fruit at the point of 
intake and which can be assumed to be capable of 
being reduced to a 30 grit content by normal washing 
treatments.

EXPORT CONTROL BOARD 
ELECTIONS

As a result of the recent elections, Messrs. A. R. 
Mead, M. B. Jones (South Australia), R. T. Cupper, 
M. B. Sutterby and W. M. Whiting (Victoria) have 
been elected to the Australian Dried Fruits Control 
Board. Messrs. J. Murdoch (New South Wales) and 
J. Duff (Western Australia) were returned unopposed. 

Congratulations.

AUSTRALIAN VINE FRUITS 
FEDERATION

A recently issued booklet has been evaluated by 
The ADFA and can be summed up to the effect:—

1. It is difficult to sort out when the booklet is 
advocating for a statutory marketing authority 
and when it is critically analysing the benefits 
and/or short-comings of the 1964-1968 Stabili
zation Plan.

2. Proposals for a statutory Board and the results 
of Stabilization are two different subjects and 
must be considered separately. The booklet 
intermixes them, which is very confusing and, 
in consequence, provides no clear separate 
conclusions for growers to consider.

3. There are numerous misleading statements and 
some of the calculations are incorrect. In some 
instances proposals are advocated which are 
not factually supported. Certain paragraphs 
merely repeat what The ADFA has been 
saying to growers for years, otherwise the 
booklet is worthless.

Any grower who is sufficiently interested to read 
the detailed explanations may receive a copy of The 
ADFA brochure on application to the General 
Secretary-Manager, Melbourne.

LIGHTING KEROSENE

The Victorian Railway Commissioners have advised 
that freight rates for lighting kerosene for use in 
rack dehydrators will be at the same rate as now ap
plies for the cartage of lighting kerosene used for 
frost prevention.

The Commissioners have already issued an instruc
tion that the appropriate freight rate schedules are to 
be adjusted accordingly.
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FINAL ADJUSTMENT VALUES AND 
QUOTAS
Season 1969.

As a guide to growers as to how F.O.B. realisations 
are arrived at the following analysis is provided in 
respect to Sultanas—

Quota Percentage
Value

% $ per ton
Commonwealth 32.47 146.16
New Zealand 12.07 34.27
Canada 22.22 68.29
United Kingdom 24.56 60.27
Ireland .13 0.34
West Germany .57 1.33
lapan .88 2.30
World Food 1.38 3.97
Other Markets 5.72 16.41

F.O.B. Value 100.00 333.34

It will be seen that the final F.O.B. value complies 
with The ADFA principle that all growers shall share 
equally in all markets. From the F.O.B. value packing 
costs and charges to seaboard have to be deducted 
according to those applicable to individual packing 
companies. The final packed weight value has then 
to be converted to sweatbox weight before the average 
return to the grower can be ascertained.

Adjustments are calculated on the basic grade for 
the season and grade differentials are then applied. 
For 1969 Sultanas these were

Per Ton
5 crown Over basis $31.00
4 crown „ „ $22.00
3 crown „ „ $13.00
2 crown „ „ $9.00
1 crown Basis —

OVER-PRODUCTION CAUSES 
CONCERN

A recent report issued by The ADFA warned that 
recent developments confirmed ADFA fears that even 
existing plantings would have an adverse effect on 
prices through over-production. It emphasised that 
despite the mounting danger sign, expansion of plant
ings, particularly Sultanas, has continued, encouraged 
solely by the demand of the wine industry.

The Australian Dried Fruits Industry, faced for 
years with the problem of economic disposal of fruit 
from vines planted for drying, is now beset with 
likely increased production from dual-purpose vines 
planted primarily to meet the demand for wine.

The report made these points to underline serious 
deterioration in the Industry:—

•  Marketing problems have intensified, particu
larly overseas.

•  Average selling prices are dropping but cost 
of production, induced by inflation, is rising. 
The prices for the Commonwealth cannot com
pensate for these factors over the full pro
duction.

•  The entry of the United Kingdom into the 
E.C.C. is now more than likely. Preferences 
which, even now, are being phased down, will 
then disappear and can be replaced with a 
tariff barrier against Australian fruit.

•  The stabilization benefits envisaged when the 
International Sultana Agreement was first 
entered into have deteriorated season by season. 
The selling activities of foreign signatories to 
the Agreement are now such that the best 
which can be attributed to its provision is that 
overseas buyers know the price levels above 
which they need not purchase.

•  The effect of uncontrolled plantings to meet 
the upsurge demand by wineries will now be 
felt a great deal sooner than originally pro
jected due to the recent Commonwealth tax on 
wine. It is apparent that the cumulative on-cost 
effect of this tax will create price resistance 
in the middle and low income groups where 
consumption has been heavy for flagon wine.

in telegrams to the Prime Minister and the Minister 
for Primary Industry The ADFA was gratified to 
know of the Government’s intention to urgently confer 
with the States on the re-construction of uneconomic 
farms and finance availability to develop borderline 
properties.

The ADFA stressed that the Dried Fruits Industry 
is already over-producing to the point where it has 
already reached uneconomic levels which will only 
grow worse unless there is joint far-seeing co-operation 
between the States to support economic controls over 
present and future large plantings of dual-purpose 
vines.

This uneconomic uncontrolled expansion will not 
only affect the livelihood levels of all present growers 
but will eventually drive many small holders off their 
properties, a situation to be deplored for the con
ception of the Dried Fruits Industry has always been 
to support the small efficient producer capable of 
handling a property size with the minimum of labour. 
This concept is even more important in the present 
climate of high production costs and low returns.
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01 IKOflOl TOY AYITPAAIANOY IYNETAIPIIMOY ZHPflN KAPOON
NA riPO£2©HZH toc aupcpEpovxa tcov Auaxpa- 

Xcov napaycoycov ^rjpcov Kapitcov.
NA EAAZ<DAAIZH ictt] pExaxeipricn. oXcov xuv 

napaycoycov.

NA nPOZTATEYZH xov kXocSo.

NA EHAZQAAIZH xf]v KaGoXtKfj auvEpyaaia 
Kal £voxr|Ta xcov Trapaycoycov ^r]pcov Kapncov y ia  
xo 8 iko xouq aupcpspov Kai npooSo.

NA AZXOAH0H ps oXa xa £T]xf|paxa ttou a- 
(popoGv xf)v Eur)pEpia xcov napaycoycov.

NA KATOXYPS2ZH xa aupOEpovxa xouq coctte 
va naipvouv xf]v dvcoxaxr] 5uvaxf] xipr) yioc xoc 
xpoiovxa Touq.

NA AHMIOYPrHZH auv0f]K£q yioc ctuvext) xt- 
pia CTuvaXXayf] pExa^u xcov napaycoycov, xcov 
(oioprixavcov, xcov ttcoXt]tcov xai xcov KaxavaXco- 
xcov.

UDRUZENJE AUSTRALISKIH FROIZVODJACA SUV061 PREZERVISANOG VOGA
CILJEVII SVRHE

DA UNAPREDI blagostanje Australiskih proizvod- 
jaca prezervisanog i suvog voca vinove loze, bezalko- 
holnog isuvih sljiva.

DA OBEZBEDI svima proizvodjacima prezervisanog 
i suvog voca pravedan postupak u njihovim problemi- 
ma prema krajevima u kojima se nalaze.

DA SACUVA i zastiti industriju prezervisanog i 
suvog voca u Australiji.

DA ODRZI punu saradnju i jedinstvo proizvodjaca 
prezervisanog i suvoga voca za njihovu sopstvenu 
prednost i korist.

DA RESAVA sve probleme u vezi odrzavanja i nep- 
retka industrije i proizvadjaca prezervisanog i suvog 
voca.

DA OMOGUCI proizvodjacima prezervisanog 
i suvog voca najvecu dobit prema vrsti ili vrstama 
njihovih produkata.

DA SACUVA neprekidno sve ove ciljeve odrzavajuci 
povoljne uslove izmedju proizvodjaca suvog i prezervi
sanog voca, industrije trgovina na malo i veliko i 
potrosaca.

FIN IE0 OBIETTIVI DELL’ A.D.F.A.
PROMUOVERE il benessere dei coltivatori austra- 

liani di uva secca, frutta secca e prugne.
PRESERVARE e proteggere l’industria australiana 

delle frutte secche.
MANTENERE completa cooperazione ed unita’ fra’ 

coltivatori di frutta secca per il loro stesso benficio e 
convenienza.

TRATTARE ogni fatto dal quale dipenda il benes
sere e la sopravvivenza dei coltivatori di frutta come 
tali e dell’industria in generale.

ASSICURARE che tutti i coltivatori di frutta secca, 
a seconda delle localita’, ricevano equo trattamento e 
considerazione.

PRESERVARE i prodotti in tale modo acciocche’ 
i produttori di una particolare varieta’ di frutta ri
cevano il piu’ alto profitto possibile.

OTTENERE la continuita’ di tutti questi obiettivi 
mantenendo buone relazioni fra i coltivatori, grossi- 
sti, manufattori, rivenditori e consumatori.

Issue of 

March, 1971

AUSTRALIAN 
DRIED FRUITS

JOURNAL
(P riiU ecl Matter Only)
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